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The Enrichment Triad 
Model (Renzulli, 1977)

Type I
General 

Exploratory 
Activities

Type II
Group Training 

Activities
Activities

Type III
Individual & 
Small Group 

Investigations of 
Real Problems

Key Concepts for 
Types I, II, & III Enrichment

Exposure to new books and 
genres

Training in self-regulation and 
reading strategies and skills 

Self-selection and choice
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Components of the SEM-R Framework

Phase 1 - Exposure Phase 2 - Training & Self-
Selected Reading

Phase 3 - Interest & 
Choice Components

• High-interest book hooks for 
read aloud 

• Higher-order thinking 
probing questions

• Training and discussions on 
Supported Independent 
Reading

• One-on-one teacher 

• Introducing creative 
thinking

• Exploring the Internet
• Genre studiesp g q

• Bookmarks for teachers with 
questions focusing on 
advanced thinking skills and 
reading skill instruction  
that is relevant to a broad 
range of literature

conferences on higher level 
reading strategy and 
instruction

• Bookmarks for students posing 
higher-order questions 
regarding character, plot, 
setting, considering the story, 
and other useful topics.

• Literary exploration
• Responding to books
• Investigation centers
• Focus on biographies
• Buddy reading
• Books on tape
• Literature circles 
• Creative or expository 

writing
• Type III investigations

Type I Activities Type II Activities Type II & Type III 
Investigations

Three Goals of the Schoolwide 
Enrichment Model Reading (SEM-R)

To increase enjoyment in reading
To encourage students to pursue To encourage students to pursue 
challenging independent reading
To improve reading fluency, 
comprehension, and increase reading 
achievement

One Size Fits All
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Enjoyable activities, in contrast, 
“are not natural; they demand an 
effort that initially one is reluctant 
to make. But once the interaction 
starts to provide feedback to the p
person’s skills, it usually begins to 
be intrinsically rewarding” 

— Csikszentmihalyi, 1990

Three-Legged Stool
• Renzulli (1977)

– Enrichment Triad Model
• Vygotsky (1962)Vygotsky (1962) 

– Zone of Proximal Development
• Differentiation in Reading

Zone of Proximal Zone of Proximal 
DevelopmentDevelopment

If the environment presents 
no such [challenging] tasks 
to the adolescent, makes no 
new demands on him, and 

does not stimulate hisdoes not stimulate his 
intellect by providing a 

sequence of new goals, his 
thinking fails to reach the 
highest stages, or reaches 

them with great delay. 

~ Vygotsky

To Kill a Mockingbird
Miss Caroline writes the 
alphabet on the board and 
Scout reads it through easily, 
then reads from her reader and 
the local paper.  Miss Caroline 
forbids Scout to let Atticus 
teach her to read anymore. 
Miss Caroline tells her she can 
not read at home anymore. not read at home anymore. 
When Miss Caroline forbids her 
to continue reading, Scout 
realizes how important it is to 
her: "Until I feared I would 
lose it, I never loved to 
read. One does not love 
breathing."
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"I didn't actually read the book, but I did 
play the video game loosely based on it."

Why Not Let High Ability 
Students Start School in 

January?  The Curriculum 
Compacting Study

Sally M. Reis
Karen L. Westberg
Jonna Kulikowich
Florence CaillardFlorence Caillard
Thomas Hébert

Jonathan Plucker
Jeanne H. Purcell
John B. Rogers

Julianne M. Smist

The National Research Center on the Gifted and 
Talented

From Get Off My Brain, by Randy McCutcheon, illustrated by Pete Wagner

Many (but not all) talented readers    Many (but not all) talented readers    
read earlyread early

• Read at least 
two grade levels 
aboveabove 
chronological 
grade placement

• Begin reading 
early and may 
be self-taught
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Talented readers enjoy the process of Talented readers enjoy the process of 
readingreading

• Seek and enjoy 
depth and 
complexity in 
reading

• Develop a deeper 
d t di f

• Read avidly and 
with enjoyment

• Use reading 
differently for 
different purposes understanding of 

particular topics 
through reading

• Demonstrate 
preferences for 
non-fiction

• Pursue interest-
based reading 
opportunities

different purposes
• Thirst for insight 

and knowledge 
through reading

• Pursue varied 
interests in texts

• View books as a 
way to explore the 
richness of life

Talented readers have advanced         
language skills. 

Talented readers have advanced         
language skills. 

• Enjoy the subtleties and complexities 
of language

• Demonstrate advanced 
understanding of language

• Use expansive vocabulary• Use expansive vocabulary
• Use reading to acquire a large 

repertoire of language skills
• Use language for humor
• Display verbal ability in self-

expression
• Use colorful and descriptive phrasing
• Demonstrate ease in use of language

• Retain a large quantity of 
information for retrieval

• Automatically integrate prior 
knowledge in reading

• Utilize higher-order thinking 
skills such as analysis and

Talented readers demonstrate advanced        
processing skills
Talented readers demonstrate advanced        
processing skills

skills such as analysis and 
synthesis

• Process information and 
thoughts at an accelerated pace

• Synthesize ideas in a 
comprehensive way

• Perceive unusual relationships
• Grasp complex ideas and 

nuances

Focus of SEMFocus of SEM--RR
• Joyful reading

• Reading above level

• Acknowledging and 
celebrating students’celebrating students  
interests & strengths

• Challenging conversations 

• Differentiation in reading

• Increased self-regulation
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I try to get to them (the 
talented readers) at least once a 
week, but I am not always able 
to do that.  You see, so many of 

The needs of talented readers 
are not being met!

, y
my other students read below 
grade level that it is hard to 
justify not working with them.  
Many of these lower readers 
will be retained in this grade if 
they do not improve.  The top 
group already reads at grade 
level, so I rarely have any 
instructional time to give to 
them.

Components of the SEM-R Framework

Phase 1 - Exposure Phase 2 - Training & Self-
Selected Reading

Phase 3 - Interest & 
Choice Components

• High-interest book hooks for 
read aloud 

• Higher-order thinking 
probing questions

• Training and discussions on 
Supported Independent 
Reading

• One-on-one teacher 

• Introducing creative 
thinking

• Exploring the Internet
• Genre studiesp g q

• Bookmarks for teachers with 
questions focusing on 
advanced thinking skills and 
reading skill instruction  
that is relevant to a broad 
range of literature

conferences on higher level 
reading strategy and 
instruction

• Bookmarks for students posing 
higher-order questions 
regarding character, plot, 
setting, considering the story, 
and other useful topics.

• Literary exploration
• Responding to books
• Investigation centers
• Focus on biographies
• Buddy reading
• Books on tape
• Literature circles 
• Creative or expository 

writing
• Type III investigations

Type I Activities Type II Activities Type II & Type III 
Investigations

Phase 1
Book Hooks: High 
interest read alouds 
and higher order 

iquestions

Reading Strategies
Making 

Connections
Making 

Connections
Making 

Connections
Determining 
Importance

Determining 
Importance

Determining 
Importance

Questioning Questioning Questioning
Visualizing Visualizing/

Sensory Images
Visualizing & 

Inferring

Making 
Inferences

Making 
Inferences

Summarizing Synthesizing Synthesizing
Metacognition

Paris, 2004 Keene & Zimmerman, 1997      Harvey & Goudvis, 2000
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Resources
for 

Finding Books  

Book Lists
• Book Links Salutes A Few Good Books published in Book  Links in January
• CCBC Choices, compiled and published by The Center for Children’s Books, 

available in April/May
• Children’s Choices, International Reading Association, published in October in 

The Reading Teacher
• Ruminator Review -Children’s Books of Distinction listed in the spring with the 

final award winners listed in the summer
• Notable Children’s Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies, published in 

April/May Social Education and available atApril/May Social Education and available at
http://www.ncss.org/resources/notable/home.html

• Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children published in March in Science 
and Children and available at http://www.nsta.org/210

• Riverbank Review’s Children’s Books of Distinction at www.riverbankreview.com
• School Library Journal’s Best of published in December/January of each year
• SLJ Star Track, School Library Journal, published in January and August as a 

supplement to School Library Journal
• Teacher’s Choices, International Reading Association, published in November in 

The Reading Teacher
• Young Adult Choices, International Reading Association, published in November 

in the Journal of Reading. 
• Our own list is available on our web site.
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‘After sitting atop a 
virtual bomb and 
traveling nearly half a 
million miles; after 
battling 1202 alarms, 

Text Level

g ,
low fuel, and frozen 
fuel slugs; after 
walking on an airless 
rock; . . .’

Given to the most distinguished children’s informational 
book published in the preceding year.
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Teacher Read Aloud
Guidelines in Phase One

• Find a book you enjoy. 
• Match the book to your 

audience. 
• Use book hooks to illustrate 

reading strategies
• Use a range of intonations, 

speeds and volumesspeeds, and volumes.
• Read part of the book. 
• Use book chats to scaffold 

higher level thinking skills. 
• Read selections from multiple 

books by the same author. 
• Change genres and styles 

often.  
• Expose kids to great books on 

tape.
• Invite special guest readers.

Reading Strategies
Making 

Connections
Making 

Connections
Making 

Connections
Determining 
Importance

Determining 
Importance

Determining 
Importance

Questioning Questioning Questioning
Visualizing Visualizing/

Sensory Images
Visualizing & 

Inferring

Making 
Inferences

Making 
Inferences

Summarizing Synthesizing Synthesizing
Metacognition

Paris, 2004 Keene & Zimmerman, 1997      Harvey & Goudvis, 2000

Making Inferences

Knowledge

Making Inferences

Making Inferences

Making Connections (T-W)
Synthesis

Making Connections (T-S)
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Weekly Book Hook Theme 
Ideas

• Historical Themes applied to: (WW2, Hiroshima, 
Gold Rush, Pioneering, Colonialism)

www.CarolHurst.com/subjects/subjects.html

, g, )
• Struggle and Conflict
• Power
• Culture and Diversity 
• Gender Issues
• Abstract Themes (hate, love, peace, inhumanity 

to others…)

Weekly Theme: Changes in 
Life 

The Dust Bowl 
Out of the Dust

A YearA Year 
Down 

Yonder 

Bud Not Buddy 

Cultural Diversity and 
Richness of Life

Birchbark House

The Desert is 
Theirs

Kokopelli’s Flute

Weekly Theme: Change 

Picture Books

Fiction

Non-fiction 
Fiction
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Weekly Theme: Freedom 
and  Loss of Freedom

Sweet Clara and 
th F d Q ilt

Jip: His Story To Be a Slave

the Freedom Quilt

Phase 2
• Supported 

Independent 
Reading (SIR) 
using individual 
conferences 
and 
differentiated 
reading 
instruction

Phase Two Goals
• Students will . . .

Enjoy reading books of their own selection
Read appropriately challenging books (1 to 1.5 
above their current reading level)
Develop self-regulation skills to enable all students 
to read appropriately challenging books for at least 
25-35 minutes each day
Have individualized reading strategy instruction

Individualizing and Differentiating 
Conferences

It is important to remember that not all 
students will need the same strategy 
instruction at the very same time but that allinstruction at the very same time, but that all 
students need some instruction if they are 
reading a book that is adequately 
challenging. For that reason, be sure that 
strategy instruction is integrated throughout 
conferences and differentiated to meet the 
needs of individual students.
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Supported Independent 
Reading is not 

sustained silent reading

Self-Regulated Learning

Zimmerman (1989) defines self-regulated learning as  involving the 
regulation of three general aspects of academic learning. 

First, self-regulation of behavior
• active control of various resources students have available- such as 

time, study environment-where they study
• use of peers and faculty members to help• use of peers and faculty members to help 

Second, self-regulation of motivation and affect
• controlling and changing motivational beliefs such as self-efficacy 

and goal orientation
• controlling emotions and affect in ways that improve learning.  

Third, self-regulation of cognition
• control of various cognitive strategies for learning such as the use 

of deep processing strategies for better learning and increased 
performance.
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Rules for SIR

• You must have a book to read
• If you aren’t enjoying a book and have y j y g

given it a fair chance (10 pages!), ask 
someone to help you choose a new one.

• Remain in your reading area during SIR
• Only reading is happening
• Books must be appropriately challenging
• Do your best reading the whole time

SEM-R Components

Phase 1 - Exposure Phase 2 - Training & Self-
Selected Reading

Phase 3 - Interest & 
Choice Components

• High-interest books to read 
aloud

•-Picture books
•-Fiction/novels
•-Non-fiction
•-Poetry

• Higher-order thinking

• Training and discussions on 
Supported Independent 
Reading

• Supported Independent 
Reading

• One-on-one teacher 
f di

• Introducing creative 
thinking

•Exploring the Internet
•Genre studies
•Literary exploration
•Responding to booksHigher order thinking  

questions
• Bookmarks for teachers with 

questions regarding Bloom's 
Taxonomy, biography, 
character, illustrations and 
other topics relevant to the 
study of literature

conferences on reading 
strategies and instruction

• Bookmarks for students posing 
higher-order questions 
regarding character, plot, 
setting, considering the story, 
and other useful topics. 

p g
• Investigation centers
•Buddy reading
•Books on tape
•Literature circles 
•Creative or expository 

writing
•Type III investigations

Type I Activities Type II Activities Type II & Type III 
Investigations
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Having them read out of their comfort zone 
(current reading level or lower) has proven 
to stretch their minds in ways that have 
amazed me. They have learned how to 
select books that are a challenge to them, 
and devour them, to only quickly get 
another that is one their reading listanother that is one their reading list. 

I have seen gains in their fluency, 
comprehension, as well as word skills. 

It is truly amazing.

Supported Supported 
Independent Independent 

ReadingReadingReadingReading

More than just SSR!More than just SSR!
Praising challengePraising challenge

What does an individual 
conference look like?

1. Begin by reviewing the 
student’s log

2. Inquire about the book

3. Invite the student to 
read a paragraph or 
two to you aloud
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What does an individual 
conference look like?

4.   Ask the student a series of questions to spark 
discussion and enable you to assess comprehension

a. Provide support in helping students with decoding and fluency

b. Foster comprehension through strategy development integrated  p g gy p g
and differentiated throughout conferences

i.  Synthesizing
ii.  Making inferences
iii. Making connections – help students make connections to 

understand difficult material
iv. Determining importance 
v.  Visualizing
vi. Questioning – help students clarify the questions in their 

mind as they read
vii. Metacognition – help students identify when they are 

having trouble concentrating or understanding and why

What does an individual 
conference look like?

c. Evaluate the appropriateness of the 
student’s book selection for 

h i d hi ti ticomprehension and sophistication 
of ideas and content

d. Suggest possibilities for further 
reading and pursuits

5.   Record your meeting

Student reflection on 
reading

Student participation in 
assessment and 
review

Explicit strategy 
instructioninstruction

Purpose for reading and 
goal setting

Efficacy building via 
specific feedback
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Using the SEMR 
bookmarks for questioning
• higher order, open-ended questions
• chances to model your own methods of 

critical analysis
• time for creative ideas
• discussions about literature that 

challenge and enrich children’s 
experiences 

SIR Conference Rubric  
 
Student Name: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: __________________    Teacher: ___________________ 
 
  

ALWAYS 
 

 
USUALLY 

 
RARELY 

 
NEVER 

Student uses the reading 
process effectively. 
 
Uses strategies to determine 
meaning & increase vocabulary: 
context clues 

 
 

3 

 
 

2 
 
 

 
 
1 

 
 
0 

The student constructs meaning 
from a wide range of texts. 
 
Determines main idea/details, 
sequence events. Identifies 
authorÕs purpose.  Recognizes 
use of compare & contrast 

 
 

3 

 
 

2 
 
 

 
 
1 

 
 
0 

The student understands theThe student understands the 
common features of literary 
forms. 
 
Understands the development 
of plot. Knows the similarities & 
differences among characters, 
settings, and events. 

 
 

3 

 
 

2 
 
 

 
 
1 

 
 
0 

The student responds critically 
to fiction, non-fiction, poetry, & 
drama. 
 
Student identifies cause and 
effect relationships in literary 
text. 

 
 

3 

 
 

2 
 
 

 
 
1 

 
 
0 

 
TOTAL SCORE:       ______/12 

12-11= A     10- 9= B      8-7= C     6-4= D     3-below= F 
 
Area(s) of Concern (circle):   LA.A.1.2.3- context clues   LA.A.2.2.1- main idea, details   LA.A.2.2.1- sequence   

LA.E.1.2.2- plot   LA.A.2.2.2- authorÕs purpose  LA.A.2.2.7- compare & contrast   LA.A.2.2.8 & LA.A.2.2.5- graphic sources   

LA.E.1.2.3- characters   LA.E.2.2.1- cause & effect 

 
Comments:  

Henegar 2005
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After our conference is done they pick up 
where they left off, and stay glued to the 
book until time is up, at which time 
everyone MOANS!

Phase 3
Interest and Choice

f s
tu
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n

Phase 3 - Interest & Choice 
Components

• Introducing creative 
thinking

• Exploring the Internet

• Genre studies

• Literary exploration

• Responding to books

• Investigation centers

In
cr

ea
si

ng
 d

eg
re

e 
of

g

• Focus on biographies

• Buddy reading
• Books on tape
• Literature circles 
• Creative or expository   

writing
• Type III investigations

Type II & Type III 
Investigations

Independent Projects
• Build on student interest
• Encourage independence
• Allow work with complex and abstract ideas
• Enable long term and in depth work on• Enable long-term and in-depth work on 

topics of interest
• Develop task commitment and self-regulation
• Teach planning and research skills at 

advanced levels
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*Students reading on line 
*Using technology to access
e-books and audio books 
*Contacting children’s authors

on-line
*Accessing Writer’s web

pages

System Overview At A Glance

Individualized Strength
Assessment

Resource
Matching

•  Reproducible Activities 

•  Teacher Monitoring Tools

•  Lesson Plans & Learning Maps

•  Grouping By Interest Areas, etc.

•  Teacher Favorites Portfolio

•  Curricular Related “Push -Ins”

•  Built-In Assessment Tools

• Parent Review Access

•  24/7/365 Usage

Total Talent Portfolio

Application of Resources to 
Class Work And Projects

What is Renzulli Learning?
http://www.renzullilearning.com/

Renzulli Learning matches students’ Renzulli Learning matches students’ 
interests, product and learning styles to interests, product and learning styles to 

thousands of enriched, challenging thousands of enriched, challenging 
opportunities onopportunities on--line, and matches kids line, and matches kids 

to books in their area of interest at to books in their area of interest at 
appropriate levels of challenge. appropriate levels of challenge. 
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Renzulli Learning--currently 
over 40,000 enrichment activities.

A dozen (or more) teaching assistants can enable 
you to challenge each student both in school 
and at home…

EE--books: books: 
Books available to read onlineBooks available to read online

CHAPTER ONECHAPTER ONE

Little Women by Louisa May Alcott

CHAPTER ONECHAPTER ONE

"Christmas won't be Christmas without any presents," grumbled "Christmas won't be Christmas without any presents," grumbled 
Jo, lying on the rug. "It's so dreadful to be poor!" sighed Meg, Jo, lying on the rug. "It's so dreadful to be poor!" sighed Meg, 
looking down at her old dress. "I don't think it's fair for some girls looking down at her old dress. "I don't think it's fair for some girls 
to have plenty of pretty things, and other girls nothing at all,“ to have plenty of pretty things, and other girls nothing at all,“ 
added little Amy, with an injured sniff.added little Amy, with an injured sniff.
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eBookseBooks

http://www.icdlbooks.org/http://www.icdlbooks.org/

http://books.google.comhttp://books.google.comp g gp g g

http://kids.nypl.org/reading/Childrensebooks.cfmhttp://kids.nypl.org/reading/Childrensebooks.cfm

http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.au/http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.au/

Connecting Phase  1 to Phase 3

Schoolwide Enrichment Schoolwide Enrichment 
ModelModel——Reading FrameworkReading Frameworkgg

ResultsResults
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Pre and Post-Assessments
• Measures of Oral Reading 

Fluency
• Iowa Test of Basic Skills: 

R di C h i S bt tReading Comprehension Subtest
• Elementary Reading Attitude 

Survey

SEM-R Results

Significant differences favoring the SEM-R 
treatment group in:

Attitudes toward Reading
Reading Fluency

Reading Comprehension

Self-regulation in reading and 
task commitment in reading
Challenge vs. comfort
Ability of students to enjoy challenge 
and develop self-regulation in reading 
appropriately challenging material

Differences between SEM-R and 
other Reading Programs

• Focus on the joy found in reading
• Increasing levels of challenge in reading
• Can be used in conjunction with other programs

I d lf l ti i di• Increased self-regulation in reading
• Acknowledging and celebrating students’ interests
• Deeper more complex conversations about reading
• Higher level thinking skills and questioning
• Individualized instruction on a regular basis 2-4 times each 

week during Phase 2

• Freedom to choose activities and reading!
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The Right MatchIn the beginning my kids looked at 
me as if I had two heads when I 
took the books away from them 

—4th grade treatment teacher

y
and told them that they were 
reading a book that was too easy 
for them.

The individual conferences were so 
helpful.  My average to above average 
readers really surprised me.  They went 
beyond what I ever thought they could 

5th grade treatment teacher

y g y
do with advanced thinking skills and 
questioning skills.

In the beginning, I did not realize how 
much middle of the road reading 
instruction I did and how few of my 
kids I really challenged.

4th grade 
treatment  

teacher

In the SEM-R, the focus was not 
on me teaching, but rather on 

them learning.  I did not have to 
spend hours on a lesson plan.  

Instead, I spent my time 
thinking of what to read to mythinking of what to read to my 
students to get them excited 

about reading.

3rd grade treatment teacher
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At first, I just wanted them to 
finish a book.  Then I became 

5th grade treatment teacher

more confident and would say, 
Come on now, that is just too 
easy for you.  They would smile, 
because they knew I was right.

In the SEM-R, our focus 
was on helping children 
shift from LEARNING TO 
READ to READING TOREAD to READING TO 
LEARN!

Strategies to Challenge 
Talented Readers

• High interest teacher book hooks
• Freedom, but guidance to select appropriately challenging 

books--advanced content in areas of personal interest--
some supported struggle daily--early intervention
Q i t d i l l h d l d ti t d• Quiet space during regularly scheduled time to read 
without distraction

• Trial and reflection about specific reading strategies use
• Teacher/researcher persistence in asking higher order 

questions and providing wait time for thoughtful 
responses

• Reflection and practice and follow-up reflection on self-
regulation strategies used for challenging reading

“We do not need to 
burn books to kill our 
civilization; we need ;
only to leave them 

unread for a 
generation.”

——R. M. HutchinsR. M. Hutchins
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A focus of our work in The Schoolwide Enrichment 
Model is to increase enrichment opportunities and 
achievement and provide differentiated instruction 
for all students, the core of SEM-R. 

A rising tide lifts all ships…

Research-based strategies to 
challenge talented readers

Curriculum compacting

Acceleration

Substitution of regular reading material with more advanced trade 
booksbooks 

Appropriate use of technology

More complex reading and writing

Independent reading choices

NRC
G/T

The National Research Center 
on the Gifted and Talented

www.gifted.uconn.edu/semr

For more information
• See our web page on 

SEM-R
• www.gifted.uconn.edu/

semr
• www renzullilearning com• www.renzullilearning.com

• Joyful Reading Books 1 
and 2
Jossey-Bass Booth 
#1444 

Thank you very much! 


